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Creo Cabling uses a Network to automatically route wires and cables. Create the network 

by selecting vertices along previously created sketched pathways (Tip: Create straight 

sections first). Work carefully and deliberately connecting the network. View simple 

techniques for network creation online at Planet PTC Community* (URL below)

Enter Cabling Mode (Applications����Cabling). Create a new harness part by selecting the 

icon shown. Name the harness part. The named harness appears in the model tree. All 

wires, cables, bundles, and networks are contained as features within the harness part.

Create or load spool definitions using the icon shown. When a logical reference file 

containing spool data has been imported, spools can be created quickly by selecting the 

icon shown followed by Create����From Logical����Select All����Done.

Before routing begins, connectors and components (such as splices) must be designated

by giving them a unique identifier. When a logical reference file containing connector 

definitions has been imported, the icon shown enables automated connector designation.

The icon shown enables wire/cable creation and routing. These functions may be 

performed simultaneously if desired. Automatic harness routing is performed by selecting 

the icon shown to open the Route Cables window. Choose the Find command to select 

the wires to route . Select OK to see a routing preview. Select Apply to accept the routing.

After the initial routing, changes to logical reference data can be propagated to the cabling 

assembly with these steps: (1) Delete all wires/cables from the previous harness being 

careful to leave the network intact (2) Import the modified logical reference file  (3) Update 

the cabling assembly using the icon shown, (4) Re-autoroute to see the modified harness .

Using standard sketched lines and curves, carefully sketch pathways wires and cables will 

follow using. Incorporate bend radii when possible. Keep sketches simple, yet meaningful. 

Sketches should capture design intent and leverage constraints to minimize dimensions.

Using standard assembly best practices (use templates, leverage shared geometry, control 

references, etc), create a new assembly to contain all connectors, components, and harness parts. 

Assemble connectors, back shells, related cable hardware creating references or datums as needed.
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Resources and Information Online at http://communities.ptc.com/community/creo/piping-cabling-schematics

Load a Logical Reference file in PTC Neutral Wire Format by selecting Import.  This file 

may be manually created or captured from another application (like Microsoft Excel). 

Details for creating and editing a logical reference file may be found online (URL below).*
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